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Your starry path starts on the Earth…

Chapter 1
Sun and Moon Meadow
In a beautiful place on Earth was a meadow covered with soft silky
grass where various flowers grew here and there. In the morning, when
Sun was rising, the meadow was filled with his warm light, and for
daylight hours it became the Sun Meadow. Flowers opened their buds and
gladdened everyone who came to this meadow with their bright colours
and fragrance. There was a forest around the meadow, and many animals
and birds lived in this forest. During the daytime the life abounded in
vitality here: birds were flying and chirping and insects were swarming on
the ground and in the grass. Various animals could be met in this forest –
mice, hares, foxes, badgers, deer, and even wolves and bears could be seen.
All animals and birds had a lot of things to do: someone was making a nest
or digging a hole, others were searching for food and gathering provisions
for winter, yet others were occupied with upbringing of a numerous
offspring.
Sun gifted everyone with his buoyancy, and till the very sundown
the liveliness overwhelmed the forest. In the evening, when Sun hid behind
the horizon, flowers closed theirs buds to wait till the night end.
With night coming on, the liveliness that reigned in the day began to
sink. The forest dwellers returned and flew away to their houses. A mystic
silence settled down, in which one could hear only the wind walking
across the tops of trees and pressing down the grass, the flapping sounds
of flittering night butterflies and a rare screech of an owl. Moon succeeded
Sun in the vault of heaven, and the Sun Meadow became the Moon one.
And at night the meadow would look sad if some flowers didn’t unfold
their petals - those that were hidden from unwanted eyes while the
meadow was flooded with sunlight. The night air started being filled with
the aroma of dame’s violets, matthiolas and ipomoeas, which are also
known as moonflowers. In the sky, one by one, stars appeared. Moon, stars
and beautiful flowers created a truly fairy atmosphere. And all this was in

one place, in the same meadow, but with Earth’s rotation the ambiance
changed so much that one couldn’t say that at night it was the same
meadow as in the daytime.
And every night, with Moon up, a silvery white Unicorn came to this
meadow. His white mane, tail and long spiral horn reflected the moonlight
with a soft shimmer. He was called Moon Unicorn. He always came here
alone, and that saddened him a little. But it didn’t mean that he was lonely.
How one could be lonely when the shiny Moon and millions of stars were
always above!
Every night he met someone and fell into conversation, or on the
contrary, listened to others’ stories. And still he missed someone and
couldn’t meet them. Moon Unicorn walked quietly under the light of Moon
and stars till the bright Sun came up. With the sunrise, when the flush of
dawn flared up with its full force, Moon Unicorn came back home – to the
cave in the mountains that were right behind the woods.
In the daytime Moon Unicorn slept. It could be said that he was like
those flowers that opened only at night, and he couldn’t come out during
the day when most of animals were awake. But this didn’t upset him,
because he loved Moon and was glad to see her every night.
And the sunrise also brought him joy. Because in the first minutes of
daybreak when the faded Moon was still seen in the sky and Sun appeared
on the other side, Moon Unicorn could meet Sun Unicorn. Sun Unicorn
always dashed across the sky, touching clouds with his golden horn and
spreading golden sparks in all directions with his hoofs and mane. Moon
Unicorn greeted Sun Unicorn, and the latter always greeted him back. And
at sunset, when Sun began to hide behind the hills and the day came to its
end, and at the same time the power of Sun Unicorn was decreasing, and
that of Moon Unicorn, who woke up at that moment, on the contrary, was
rising with Moon coming up, they had an opportunity to meet again and
greet each other.

Sun Unicorn followed the setting Sun, leaving behind a golden trace
that descended on Earth as pre-evening warmth. The night came again,
and again Moon Unicorn was alone with Moon and stars.

Chapter 2
Old Moon Hare and his Friend
Moon Unicorn had many friends
and good familiars, whom he met often in
the meadow and with whom he had long
talks and walks. One of these friends was
Old Moon Hare. How old he was –
nobody knew, and Old Moon Hare
himself would hardly say exactly. But what was known for sure – that he
was quite old.
And one quiet moonlit night they met and had a long conversation
that touched a matter, very stirring for Moon Unicorn for a long time.
‘I always walk around here alone,’ Moon Unicorn sighed.
‘Do you feel sad because you don’t have enough friends?’
‘Oh, I have friends. And you’re my friend too. But I’m sad because I
haven’t by my side that very dearest friend with whom I could share
everything: time, place, joy and even sadness…’ Moon Unicorn looked up
at the sky and added, ‘and this view of the starry sky.’
‘Why not to share it with me? I am your friend, aren’t I?’
‘Thank you for your kind offer,’ Moon Unicorn smiled, ‘but I feel that
you should share it with that one who is really your best and closest
friend.’
‘And who can be the best and closest friend as you think?’ Old Moon
Hare asked.
‘The one who has part of your soul and heart… Starry Vixen told me
so. And I agree with her. I think,’ Moon Unicorn continued, ‘that it must be
someone special… special just for me. And this has to be our little secret.’
‘Hum, how this has to be a secret?’

‘Simply like that… As a secret for two. When you see with that one
the same, think and feel the same, you don’t say about it aloud but simply
know it, and there is no necessity to speak about it as you understand each
other without words… That is how it has to be.’
‘I understand what you’re trying to say… I think I had this kind of
feeling…’
‘Really?’
‘Yes, but it was a long time ago.’
‘So, does it mean that you have a friend whom you can call the best
and closest one?’
‘Yes. Once… I had such a friend. His name was Hare of Faraway Star.
Together we jumped along the Milky Way and admired the passing flows
of stars. And then, one day, he left for a faraway constellation, and I stayed
on Moon.’
‘I hope you’ll meet again.’
‘I hope for this too.’
And at that moment Moon Hare said goodbye to Moon Unicorn and
went back to Moon where he lived in a burrow with his family.
‘Give my regards to Moon!’ Moon Unicorn shouted after him.
‘I am sure to give them!’ Moon Hare answered.
***
It is said that an invisible thread connecting two friends will never
tear however long the distance might be between them, and this thread,
which is sometimes called destiny, will surely bring them together again,
even if in many years.

Chapter 3
Starry Vixen
Starry Fox and Starry Vixen are a splendid couple, and every night
they gladden the inhabitants of Earth with a view of the starry sky taking
care of Moon and stars.
Starry Vixen in her shining starry veil runs fast through the night sky
pulling off the curtain that hides stars during the daytime. Following her,
Starry Fox rushes scattering new stars with his tails and setting the old
ones right. Starry Fox and Vixen always await the meeting with their
beloved beautiful Moon.
***
And one fine starry night Moon Unicorn met Starry Vixen in the
meadow. Her eyes, as always, were turned to Moon. And Moon’s white
face was turned to Earth.
Moon Unicorn stopped near Starry Vixen and greeted her. Little by
little, their conversation began, and at one moment Moon Unicorn asked:
‘Why do you and Starry Fox have nine tails?’
‘You don’t know it?’
‘I have never heard about it. Every fox in this forest has one tail, and
you have so many.’
‘Hum,’ Vixen drawled, ‘formerly, a long time ago, I and Fox had only
one tail as all ordinary forest foxes.’
‘Why are there nine of them now?’
‘This is a long story to tell…’
‘I’ll listen to it with pleasure,’ Moon Unicorn said hastily as he
wanted to hear the story of Vixen.

‘Once, a long-long time ago, we lived in a beautiful place. The woods
were green and dense. The rivers were cool and pure. The mountains were
high and alluring. I and Fox often went for a walk to these mountains,
climbed up to the very peaks and admired Moon and stars from there.
Moon ravished us with her soft white light, revealing everything around at
quiet nights, and stars delighted with their mystical scintillation. The good
care of Moon about Earth during the night time, when Sun was behind the
horizon and couldn’t warm with his rays, taught us to take care of each
other in the same way. Every spring I and Fox had fox cubs, we raised
them with great care and love, looked after them, as Sun and Moon did,
and taught them to care about their breed by taking them to the mountains
to admire Moon and starry sky. And so it was for many years.’
At this moment Vixen made a pause, then, having glanced at the sky,
she continued:
‘And, once, climbing up one of the peaks again, we found a fallen
star. The star asked us to make a wish on her so that she could return to the
sky.
‘May we make a wish together?’ we asked.
‘Yes,’ the star answered.
And we wished to be always together and have the possibility to
admire Moon and stars. Then Fox hooked the star with his tail and threw
her up. Flashing out brightly, the star flew high into the night sky.
Sometime after that, when we went for a walk to the mountains
again, we met an old Fox with nine tails. His silvery white fur was already
marked with grey streaks, and his step was slow and unsteady. On his tails
the stars were twinkling, and among them we saw our star that had taken
our wish to the sky.
‘This night is very wonderful,’ the old Fox said to us. ‘I’ve found
you. I am the guardian of the night sky and stars – Starry Fox. This star,’ he
pointed at that very star, ‘brought me to this place. I think it’s time to fulfill

your wish. I am very old, and I am going to retire, but I need someone to
replace me. That’s why I want to ask you – do you want to become
guardians of the night sky, stars and help our beautiful Lady Moon?’
‘I and Fox looked at each other, and we didn’t need a second to think
over the proposal of the old Starry Fox. Our answer was, “Yes.”
Having received the blessing of Moon, we became guardians of the
stars. Both of us got another eight tails – for every of eight directions on
Earth. Moon presented me this starry veil. Since then I and Fox have led
out the stars to the sky and watched them. The old Starry Fox retired, and
now he’s watching us, surrounded by beautiful stars in Fox constellation.’
‘What a wonderful story!’ said Moon Unicorn when Vixen finished
her tale.
Starry Vixen nodded.
‘How many years have you been looking together after stars?’
‘About five hundred years.’
‘So long…’
‘Not at all, if you love what you do, and love those ones for whom
you do it…’
‘It’s so great that you and Fox are together…’
‘I agree with you here. And I’ll say more… I am willing to spend
another five hundred years like this, and maybe even more.’
And they continued to look at the night sky, stars and Moon till the
time came for Starry Vixen to leave.

Chapter 4
Starry Fox
Another day passed. The night took its turn. The white Moon
appeared from behind silvery-grey clouds. Tonight Moon was full and
very bright.
Moon Unicorn woke up because of the moonlight having filled the
cave and touched his long twisted horn and silvery white mane with its
beams. Moon Unicorn got up, shook off the dry grass that had stuck to
him, took a sip of cool water from the stream and went as usual to the
meadow. When he came there, dame’s violets and ipomoea flowers had
already opened their buds and were gladdening with their look and
fragrance; the wind was spreading this enchanting flower scent far away
from the meadow, attracting different nocturnal insects. Moon Unicorn
breathed in this scent, familiar to him for a long time and, because of this,
so pleasant.
Here he noticed at the other side of the meadow an unusual bright
shimmer that was moving right through the grass just like a misty cloud.
Unicorn became interested in it and approached. It turned out that it was
Starry Fox who had decided to take a walk around the meadow this night.
His nine tails were spreading out like a fan, and there were ten or even
more stars, little and big ones, on
each of them.
‘Hello, Starry Fox!’
‘Hello, Moon Unicorn!’
‘I haven’t seen you for a long
time. What brought you to this
meadow?’
‘Stars led me here. There is no
other way.’

‘Stars, you said?’
‘Yes, in a literal sense of this word,’ Fox smiled.
‘What do you mean?’ Moon Unicorn became curious about this.
‘Do you know what time is now?’ Fox asked.
‘Of course, I know! It’s the most beautiful time – the night… What
could be better?’
Starry Fox laughed and asked in a different way:
‘What time of year is now?’
‘Summer.’
‘It’s right. And with the coming of one of the seasons the positions of
stars in the sky change…’
‘Oh, it’s true! We can see different constellations in the sky in spring,
summer, autumn and winter.’
‘Exactly. And my work is to make sure that all stars are at their
places, each – in its constellation. Not far from here I checked how young
stars were staying at their new places in the sky. And after I checked every
star, I noticed that I was near this meadow and decided to come down for a
walk while there was some time till the sunrise.’
‘I see. I’m glad to meet you, my friend Fox. But can stars really fall so
easily from their places?’
‘The young ones – yes. They need to be looked after. They have little
experience, and while moving in the sky they can come off easily.’
‘So, the stars are moving?’
‘Yes. And everything in the Universe, in this world, is constantly in
motion. Relative to one another the stars keep their positions, that’s why it
seems that they are still, but it isn’t so.’

‘I see. And I used to think that only Earth spins.’
‘Of course, no. Earth, Sun, Moon and other planets, and the stars, and
everything in the world – all is in its continuous motion. That is what the
life is about, nothing can remain at the same place, and nothing can stay
the same.’
‘Do you mean that everything has to change?’
‘Absolutely everything. Otherwise it will be no sense. Even the stars,
despite their beauty and brightness at their birth, grow, change their color,
some of them become real suns, some go out, scatter, and out of their star
dust new stars and whole systems of stars are born. Probably, the stars are
the most striking example of how one should live. Though, a very distant
example for us.’
‘And what should we do?’
‘And we should learn from them,’ Starry Fox answered waving his
silvery white tails.
Moon Unicorn pondered over his words.
He stayed with Starry Fox to contemplate distant stars and the white
Moon; the latter always, in every season, not even being a star, shone in the
sky – for them and for every inhabitant of Earth who didn’t sleep in the
nighttime. Moving with Earth, Moon kept constantly her presence near her
older sister planet.

Chapter 5
Old Moon Hare and his Family
When Moon Unicorn came to the meadow, he found Old Moon Hare
with his family there. With Mrs. Moon Hare next to him, Old Moon Hare
was telling their Little Moon Hares something passionately.
Little Moon Hares didn’t want to sit still and strived to run away to
do something more interesting than listening to their parents’ lectures.
Mother Moon Hare was watching them not allowing anyone to sneak away
from the parents’ control and play while Father Moon Hare was occupied
with their teaching.
‘Good night, everyone! What are you doing here?’ Moon Unicorn
intervened in the teaching process.
Little Hares rushed to Moon Unicorn right away as soon as they saw
him and started to jump around. Mrs. Moon Hare ran after them and tried
to calm them down and return them back to their lessons.
‘Good night! I’m in the middle of teaching my Little Hares how to
collect properly the stars that fall on Earth,’ Old Moon Hare explained.
‘That’s what!’
‘They have grown up enough to help in this work.’
‘I didn’t know that you have such a big family,’ Moon Unicorn said
watching five Little Hares playing in high green grass.
They were happy that the sudden appearance of Moon Unicorn gave
them an unplanned break.
‘My family had the addition last year. We longed for it,’ Old Moon
Hare said with undisguised delight.
‘They were so tiny when they were born, just like little furry balls,
and now they are already youngsters,’ Mrs. Moon Hare shared her happy
feelings.

‘But they need to grow up and learn many things,’ Old Moon Hare
added.
‘And we have so many things to take care of!’ Mrs. Moon Hare
sighed and went to Little Hares who, having seized the moment, were
playing cheerfully.
‘You’re getting on well,’ Moon Unicorn noticed. ‘And you always
have Mrs. Moon Hare by your side. I think, my friend, you never feel
lonely. The other day I met Starry Fox and Vixen – they are always together
too, and both of them look happy.’
‘And that is what you are thinking about…’ Moon Hare recalled their
recent conversation. ‘Listen, maybe you are looking not simply for a close
friend but for someone more special and particular?’
‘What do you want to say?’
‘A close friend may have with you a secret for two and understand
you without words, but not everyone can share with you this world with
the shining white Moon and stars. You need that only one and special, as
my Mrs. Moon Hare is for me, and for Starry Fox – his Vixen.
‘Yes… I think that’s what I look for,’ Moon Unicorn agreed with
Moon Hare.
‘Then you should call this special one,’ Moon Hare said.
‘But how?!’
‘With your heart… Call this special close friend with your heart, and
your sincere full-hearted call will be definitely answered.’
Moon Unicorn pondered over the words of Moon Hare and decided
to follow his advice. The wisdom and experience gained with his age were
worth being trusted. Moon Unicorn looked at the shining white Moon and
thought about that special and close one who would share with him
everything around – this Moon Meadow, the woods, the mountains and
this endless starry sky, and nightly viewing of Moon; with whom it would

be possible to step into the eternity flowing somewhere among these stars,
and in whom he would find the missing part of himself that he had been
searching for all this time. Moon Unicorn didn’t know who this someone
was, this special and long-awaited one, but he longed to meet Her.

Chapter 6
Song of the Northern lands
Moon Unicorn was wandering in the meadow, in its blue green grass,
which was gleaming with Moon’s pale light. He was looking pensively at
distant stars, alluring and calling somewhere far and high. At this moment
he noticed a bright glow out of the corner of his eye. He turned and saw a
small cluster of stars moving fast and by bounces in the night sky, and
quite close to the ground.
Moon Unicorn understood at once what this unusual cluster of stars
was, and rushed towards it. When he was running, the grass was sparkling
under his hooves and the mane was fluttering beautifully in the wind.
‘You are a rare guest in our lands!’ Moon Unicorn shouted loudly in
order to draw attention as soon as he caught up with the star cluster that
kept moving in that odd way.
‘You’re right, my good friend Unicorn,’ a voice answered from above.
A few meters above the meadow, in the sky, as if on a solid surface, a
beautiful white deer was standing. His wide and branchy horns were
studded with a great number of shining stars – big and little ones. This
very star cluster had been seen by Moon Unicorn from afar, and he
guessed right away who it could be.
‘It’s a surprise to see you! What brought you here?’
‘I’m glad to see you too,’ Deer of the Pole Star answered. ‘And I’ve
come here on purpose.’
Then he leapt down from the sky and approached Moon Unicorn.
‘It’s really a pleasure to walk on such silky and dense grass! In our
lands summer is too short, and the grass grows very low because of strong
winds. The North is beautiful in its own way, but we feel sometimes the
lack of forests and meadows abounding in greenery!’ Deer glanced over

the woods surrounding the meadow. ‘But I should return to the purpose of
my coming here.’
‘I’m ready to listen to you,’ Moon Unicorn said.
‘I’d like to give all of you my invitation to the celebration of the
Autumnal equinox1 - it will be special this year…’
‘Really? Why?’
‘I will tell you this later,’ Deer said. ‘And now would you help me to
gather all our friends? I suppose Moon Hares will be especially happy
about this invitation – it will be a great opportunity for them to see their
northern relatives.’
‘They have relatives in the North? I don’t know about this!’
‘Yes. If I am not mistaken, the eldest Moon Hare of the northern
family is a nephew of our dear Old Moon Hare.’
‘It’s so interesting. Let’s them know right away. I think they have
already begun to come down the moon path from their house on Moon.’
When they came to the place where Moon Hares usually went down
– it was on a hillock near the big lilac bush - Moon Hares were coming
down the moonlight path. They were quite surprised at seeing Deer of the
Pole Star and were delighted to get the invitation from him.
‘All Moon Hares live on Moon, but we don’t meet one another often
as our house is in the crater over there,’ Old Moon Hare pointed at a small
dark spot on the white Moon, ‘and my nephew’s house is in a crater on the
other side of Moon. And on Earth we have a rare opportunity to meet,’ he
explained.
Starry Fox and Vixen came to them as they noticed White Deer and
others while walking in the night sky. They also gladly accepted the
invitation of Deer.
Autumnal equinox takes place in autumn (September 22 or 23) when the Sun is right above
the Equator and day and night last for equal time.
1

‘Everyone is already here. Would you tell us now the reason why the
Autumnal equinox will be special this year?’ Moon Unicorn recalled the
words of White Deer.
‘Yes,’ Deer of the Pole Star nodded. ‘This year I will watch over the
northern lights together with my beautiful Doe, and on the Autumnal
equinox Moon will bless our couple so that we’ll be able to always watch
over the sky together in the Northern lands.’
‘We are happy to hear such good news,’ Old Moon Hare said, and
Mrs. Moon Hare joined him in his words.
‘We are really happy for the two of you,’ Moon Unicorn added.
‘We’ll certainly join your celebration,’ Starry Fox and Vixen said in
one voice.
‘I am glad to hear that you all are about to come…’
‘But the way to the North is long,’ Moon Unicorn noted. ‘It will take
more than one day…’
Moon Unicorn was concerned about how they would overcome this
long distance as at daybreak they would have to search for a shelter for the
daytime.
The magic, and at the same time the power of Moon Unicorn grows
with Moon rising and is maintained by Moon’s mystical light; by day
Moon Unicorn weakens and can’t be as fast as at night.
‘Don’t worry about that,’ Deer of the Pole Star reassured him. ‘We’ll
reach the North in one night and will be there before dawn. I know about
one starry path that shortens the way between our lands, and maybe Moon
Hares have heard about it. Besides that, the dawn in Northern latitudes
comes later than here, so we don’t need to hurry.’
‘Oh! I see! It sounds interesting,’ Moon Unicorn calmed down and
was now looking forward to the journey.

‘Yes, there is such a path,’ Old Moon Hare confirmed. ‘Well, let’s
prepare for the journey if we want to arrive in time. The starry path keeps
its power only while the stars are seen in the sky.’
As soon as everybody was ready, they set out on their journey. White
Deer went ahead, showing the way. The starry path passed not too high
above the meadow, and in three jumps Deer was right on it. The path was
barely noticeable and went up to the sky from the meadow, being kept up
by the shine of the nearest stars. Moon Unicorn, Moon Hares, Starry Fox
and Vixen followed Deer. Fox and Vixen were running behind the others
making sure that nobody got lost and taking the lagging Little Moon Hares
on their backs and tails.
Having overcome several starry hills, they reached the North that
arose in front of them with its plains powdered with hoarfrost and blue
mountains. They came down to the Northern lands right before the dawn the sky started to lighten on the horizon. The moment they stepped on the
ground, they were heartily welcomed by local Moon Hares. Both Hare
families were very happy to see each other. Deer thoughtfully offered all
his guests to have a rest in one of the Crystal ice caves.
Everything in this new place was very unusual, and Moon Unicorn
was looking around with a lively interest.
The Crystal cave surprised him greatly – it resembled that one where
he had lived as a foal.
‘How long ago it was!’ Moon Unicorn said aloud.
‘What are you talking about?’ Starry Fox asked him, having heard his
words.
‘This cave reminded me of my home, the place where I grew up.’
‘Were you born in the North?’ Fox wondered.
‘No, not here. My home place is far away from the North and from
the place where I live now. In high mountains, over the slopes of which the

coniferous forest stretched out, on one of the snow-capped peaks was our
cave. Inside the cave a crystal clear stream flowed, and in the depth of the
mountain there was a crystal lake where I bathed a lot. In our cave
iridescent crystals grew everywhere, and it was so light that it seemed it
was daytime, though the sunlight never penetrated into the cave. I lived
with my parents and was always under their care. After growing up, I left
my parents’ home. This place resembles our cave much.’
‘So it is… And your parents still live in that mountain cave?’
‘No. A long time ago… they left for Monoceros constellation. There is
a legend, and it says that the unicorns descend from this constellation. And
all unicorns return to their origins someday. The unicorns are immortal
creatures, to say more precisely, we live till the magic of our horn is
exhausted. And by maintaining its magic power, we continue to exist.’
Moon Unicorn made a pause in his story and, having glanced over
the Crystal cave, continued:
‘Do you know, Starry Fox, that there are different kinds of unicorns?
For example, I am a Moon Unicorn, and my family has a close connection
with Moon. Also there are Sun Unicorns, Rainbow, Starry ones… The
magic of my horn is maintained by Moon, and I, in my turn, spread her
magic power over Earth. It’s very important for keeping the balance
between Sun’s and Moon’s magic on Earth. The unicorns are ones of few
creatures who can bring the magic in its pure state to the planet.’
‘This is how it is… I’ve heard many things about the unicorns, but I
didn’t suppose that everything is somewhat more complicated that it
seems at first sight.’
‘Yes. Now I have my own place that I call my home, and it is totally
unlike that one where I grew up. But I liked it and feel it like my own.
After all, I found that cave by myself and chose it. And what about you,
Fox… Where is your home?’

‘Hum,’ Starry Fox thought for a while, ‘I can say that for me and
Vixen the entire starry sky has become our home. And as for an earthly
home, we found shelter in the green mountains, on one of the tops that
goes up straight to Moon and is always flooded with her light, and because
of that it looks like covered with snow. In winter the real snow covers it,
and the peak looks like a precious stone opalescing in the moonlight.’
‘I was touched by your and Vixen’s story. It’s filled with kindness
and beauty.’
‘Some day, a story like ours, just as kind and beautiful, will enter
your life too.’
‘Do you really think so?’
‘I know it.’
‘How?’
‘The stars told me. They know a great number of things.’
‘Then I’ll wait… We should believe the stars.’
And Moon Unicorn, Fox and others lay down to sleep among
shimmering crystals. Little Hares made themselves comfortable right on
the furry tails of Fox and Vixen, delighted that they were lucky to find such
a warm place. Having wished one another a good rest, everyone fell into a
sweet sleep. Moon Unicorn thought about his childhood a little bit and
then fell asleep too. And he had a dream about himself: when being still
little, he was running around the crystal lake and his parents were by his
side, and they were having much fun together.
When Moon rose and the first star showed up in the sky, everyone
got up. It got dark earlier in these lands. Little Moon Hares started at once
to play hide-and-seek among the crystals. Starry Fox was lying near and
watching them. Old Moon Hare, Mrs. Moon Hare and Starry Vixen were
the first to leave because they wanted to help with the preparations. And

Mrs. Moon Hare came back soon to hurry the others up to go down to the
Spring Meadow.
When they came there, Moon Hares were jumping and bustling
everywhere – they were decorating the bushes and pines growing around
the meadow with the garlands and moon lanterns they had brought from
Moon.
‘Why is this meadow called the Spring Meadow?’ Little Hares
showed their curiosity. ‘It’s not spring now!’
‘This meadow lies in the lowland and is protected from winds by
high pine trees - that’s why the earth here is never gripped by ice and
snow. And owing to warm underground water, the earth doesn’t freeze
even in a bitter frost,’ Mother Moon Hare explained.
‘Oh! It’s so great!’ Little Hares exclaimed.
The grass in this meadow was much lower than in the Moon
Meadow, and there were few broad-leaved trees. Little Hares were much
amused by these pine needles that had fallen off mighty pine trees.
‘Hey! Be quiet!’ Mrs. Moon Hare said. ‘Leave your games for later
and now help the elders to decorate the meadow.’
‘All right!’
And Little Hares scattered all over the meadow.
Following the example of other Moon Hares, they took the garlands
and lanterns filled with the moon light from the baskets and hung them on
the twigs of bushes. Starry Fox and Moon Unicorn helped to hang the
decorations on high tree branches which Moon Hares couldn’t reach. And
soon everything was ready.
Moon was shining high up in the sky. All garlands and lanterns were
lit around the Spring Meadow.

The Deer couple came to the meadow where everyone was waiting
for their coming. Many northern friends came to congratulate the beautiful
couple: Moon Polar Foxes, Starry Polar Bears, Moon Owls and Starry
Wolves. Moon Hares put the wreaths of flowers they had gathered on the
Moon Meadow around the Deer’s necks.
Deer and Doe of the Pole Star perfectly completed each other.
Everyone enjoyed looking at them. The light-eyed Moon gave them her
blessing with her white light. Deer and Doe thanked all the guests from the
bottom of their hearts. Everybody was cheering, singing and dancing in a
ring under the lights of Moon and stars.
The time came, and Deer of the Pole Star raised his head proudly and
hit the ground with his white hoof. At this very moment the aurora of
incredible beauty spread instantly over the sky. Everyone quieted down
and watched this inconceivable heavenly beauty in silence.
Moon Unicorn thought that he had never seen anything more
beautiful than this. He had never been in the Northern lands before. It
seemed that this aurora playing in different colors was singing and
dancing to the beat of its song. Moon Unicorn wanted to dance together
with these lights and to know what their song was about.
He asked White Deer about it:
‘Tell me, Deer, my kind friend, are these lights really singing?’
The wise Deer of the Pole Star answered him:
‘They’re really singing, and their song is about the fascination of the
night sky, alluring distant stars, the shining Moon and the beauty of lands
over which these lights are passing.’
‘And can you hear the words of this song?’
‘In my heart. And you would hear these words too if you were from
the North.’

‘I see. This night is incredibly amazing indeed,’ Moon Unicorn
sighed.
Deer of the Pole Star didn’t answer and just nodded in agreement.
And his beautiful Doe was standing by his side: she was also listening to
this song resounding high up in the sky. The festive merrymaking
continued. Everyone was dancing, singing, playing and listening to one
another’s various stories. The celebration went on till dawn when the
Northern lights faded away and Moon and only one star stayed in the sky.
For the time while Sun was giving his warm light to the cold Northern
lands, everybody took shelter in the Crystal ice cave. The next night the
friends set out on their way back. Deer and Doe of the Pole Star walked
them to the start of the starry path leading to their homeland. The guests
thanked them for having a great time and sincerely wished them happiness
once again.
Having come back to the Moon Meadow, Moon Hares said goodbye
to everybody and walked up the moon path to Moon – Little Hares got
very tired after the long way and needed a good rest. Starry Fox and Vixen
also wished everyone to have good dreams and went to see the stars that
had been left alone while they had been in the North. Moon Unicorn was
standing alone in the meadow. Before going to his cave, he had a walk
through high and soft grass which he had been missing on nights he had
spent in the Northern lands. He was pondering over how happy Deer of
the Pole Star looked with his Doe by his side. And he found himself to feel
lonely despite the fact he had spent so much time with his kind friends and
had so much fun. Old Moon Hare was right that he was lacking not just for
a close friend; he was longing for that part of himself that got lost
somewhere in this world, and they just couldn’t meet each other.
And Moon Unicorn followed Old Moon Hare’s advice – he thought
deeply about that part of himself and called it with all his heart, without
any words and high-flown phrases, for this call was to be heard only by a
heart like his own, of the same purity and strength. He turned his call to
the heavens, wishing it would reach even the farthest stars and would be

heard in whatever the distant constellation the part of his soul and heart
could be. For some time he watched the starry sky, and the moonlight was
reflected as a magical rainbow aura from his white hide and twisted horn.
Then he moved away to his cave awaiting the coming of another night.

Chapter 7
Moon and Sun - the Celestial Couple
Moon Unicorn was lying in silky
grass in the meadow and enjoying the
pleasing warm summer night. In the sky
instead of the full Moon a shining Crescent
showed in its splendour. In fact, it was the
same beautiful Moon. The stars, as always,
were scattered around the Crescent Moon.
It was quiet and calm in the meadow.
Soon the family of Moon Hares
appeared. Having noticed Moon Unicorn, Little Moon Hares rushed to
him, surrounded from all sides and started a kind of funny game, jumping
over him, playing with his tail and hiding in his long mane. Moon Unicorn
wasn’t against it, to the contrary, their games amused him very much. And
Mrs. Moon Hare was worried if her Little Moon Hares were bothering him
with their tricks.
‘Let them play! I don’t really mind,’ Moon Unicorn reassured her.
While Little Hares were playing, Moon Unicorn continued to look at
the thin sickle of Moon that looked very enigmatic in the dark blue night
sky. It seemed to Unicorn that tonight the thoughts of Moon were about
something very different and her gaze was held to a very distant side.
Moon Unicorn decided to ask Old Moon Hare as he lived on Moon
and might know about this. Old Moon Hare and Mrs. Moon Hare were
busy gathering different herbs – healing and fragrant – for decoctions and
tea making. Moon Hares liked to drink tea together very much. In their
moon burrow was a spacious living room where they had a big round table
that could seat all the family. Mrs. Moon Hare made a very tasty tea with
berries, mint and currant leaves. Old Moon Hare was picking mint leaves
just when Moon Unicorn took him away from his work.

‘You noticed it right,’ Moon Hare said to him. ‘And I tell you why
tonight in the sky we see only the Crescent instead of the full Moon’s white
face. And it isn’t even a secret for anyone.’
Old Moon Hare jumped to him closer:
‘This story is very old. I think you know that nine planets turn
around our Sun. Each of them whirls in its unique dance. Sun is always in
the centre and shines to all the planets. That was from the very birth of our
planetary system.’
Moon Unicorn nodded in assent. He knew it.
‘And at one time, a very long time ago,’ Old Moon Hare continued,
‘the beautiful Earth had a little sister – Moon. She was as beautiful as her
elder sister, mysterious and elegant. Her lily-white face always drew
attention of the other planets. Her tender appearance didn’t leave even Sun
indifferent. Lord Sun fell in love with Moon, and Moon returned his
feelings. Sun’s light of love filled her to the extent that she began to shine
so brightly and spread this light of their love around her. Since then Moon,
like Sun, has been brightening Earth at night reminding everyone on the
planet about the power of their love. Sun and Moon have become like two
precious stones in one setting despite the distance between them.’
Meanwhile Little Moon Hares, having heard the beginning of the
story and found it interesting, joined Old Moon Hare and Moon Unicorn.
And even Mrs. Moon Hare put aside her work. She had heard this story
many times but liked how her husband told it. She put the basket with
herbs on the ground and sat down near Little Hares. And Old Moon Hare
went on with his story:
‘Once a month Moon, whirling in a ceaseless dance with her sister
Earth, approaches as close as possible to her beloved Sun. And Lord Sun
can see the face of his beloved Lady Moon right before him. At this
moment of their long-awaited meeting the eyes of Moon are turned only to
Sun. That’s why we see only this narrow edge of Moon that’s called the

Crescent. When the time of their date goes to its end, Moon doesn’t hasten
to turn her eyes away from her beloved one; she continues looking at him,
reaching for him with all her heart and soul. Moon continues her dance
with Earth. And with their every move their position relative to Sun
changes, and along with this the look of Moon seen by us changes too.’
‘And what happens when we see the full Moon?’
‘When we see the full Moon in the sky, it means that their eyes have
met again, but Moon’s gone far from Sun, turning with Earth in their
dance, and they’ve found themselves on opposite sides of Earth. Besides
that, they have other happy moments together.’
‘Is it when in the early morning and evening hours Moon and Sun are
seen together in the sky?’
‘Yes. For them being together in the same half of the endless sky is an
ineffable joy. Earth is happy too to see them together.’
‘Can Earth and Moon stop for a little bit so that Moon could spend
some time with Sun?’
‘Earth and Moon have been always together, they are sisters. And
they can’t stop their dance, and the other planets can’t either. By their being
perpetually in motion they maintain the life itself.’
‘How is it like that? I remember Starry Fox told me that the life
consists in moving constantly…’
‘That’s right. Starry Fox is a very wise guardian of the starry sky.
Thanks to Earth and Moon’s continuous movement, day alternates with
night, the seasons take turns, high and low tides take place at the sea. All
this is very important for those who live on the planet. Though Lady Moon
is with Lord Sun in her heart and soul, she is full of tenderness for all living
creatures and takes care of all of us. And we, Moon Hares, and Starry
Foxes, and others help her in everything. Lord Sun also can’t leave his post.

But no distance can impede their Love. And Earth, seeing their feelings,
supports them.’
‘I think, now I will look differently at Moon. After your story I’ll be
even more inspired by her light. And I will treasure all that love that she
gives with her light.’
‘I’m glad to hear that. Many haven’t ever thought about what is
behind every Moon rising and her changing look. There is something we
can learn from Moon and Sun, this beautiful celestial couple.’
‘You’re right, my good friend Moon Hare. Thank you for telling this
story.’
‘You’re welcome.’
Little Moon Hares listened to the story till its end, having put aside
their frolics for a while, and Mrs. Moon Hare was happy with that. They
sat together a little longer in the meadow, and each thought about how
happy Moon was at this moment. Then Moon Unicorn left for his moon
cave, and Moon Hares went home to Moon.
The dark blue sky began to fade, soon the stars, one by one, hid being
covered by the veil of Starry Vixen. Then the Crescent Moon, also fading in
the lightened sky, started to set behind the horizon. Sun, having shown his
red edge, began to spread his bright rays and long-expected warmth. The
Crescent Moon as it seemed didn’t hurry to leave, step by step, slowly
drawing back to the extreme mountain line.
***
Sun and Moon…
The greatest joy for them – to be together in the same half of heavens
at least for an instant, and Earth always rejoices with them at these
moments.

Chapter 8
Moon Hares and Starry Dust
The night was very warm and the wind was
blowing feebly and giving too little freshness. When
Moon Unicorn came to the meadow, Moon Hares
were playing tag and leapfrog there. Having noticed
Unicorn, they called him to play together. He was happily bounding with
them. They played till Old Moon Hare came and called them to gather the
starry dust.
Moon Unicorn asked to go with them and was glad to help,
especially as he had heard a lot about the starry dust - or “pollen”, as it was
called by Hares - because it had to be picked from the grass and flowers.
Unicorn was interested in taking part in gathering it.
It turned out that it wasn’t an easy task. The starry dust consisted of
the smallest particles of an extinguished star and looked like a shimmering
powder. Everyone should be very careful while picking it up from flowers,
leaves and grass. Moon Hares had told Moon Unicorn about the starry dust
and its magic properties. The starry dust was brought by the starry wind
from the sky from time to time, and it settled on the grass and leaves,
adding an unusual shimmer.
Moon Unicorn collected it with his magical horn, by passing it
through grass and attracting starry dust like a magnet. Hares gathered it
with their small paws, then shook it off in jars prepared beforehand. Filling
jars up to the brim, Hares tied them nicely and carried to fairies. And
graceful fairies, in their turn, used starry dust in their magic helping
humans, animals and nature.
‘Take a jar,’ said one of Moon Hares.
‘But how shall I use it?’ Moon Unicorn asked, looking puzzled.

‘The starry dust is always useful. If you want, you can give it to
someone who, as you think, needs it.’
‘Well, I’ll take it then,’ Moon Unicorn agreed.
On the way back to his cave, through the woods, Moon Unicorn
heard suddenly human voices. He was very surprised because people
didn’t usually come into the forest at late night. He went to see what the
matter was. The voices he had heard belonged to two children – in the
middle of the night forest a boy and a girl were standing. It appeared that
they were siblings. Moon Unicorn approached them silently and listened to
their talk.
‘It’s dark and scary here, let’s go away! Let’s go home!’
‘Wait, I’m sure we’ll find it soon!’
‘And what if not? And if there are wolves here?’
‘There aren’t any wolves!’
‘We went so far away! We’ll have a long way back!’
The girl was almost crying, and the boy was stubbornly searching for
something in bushes.
‘And you know, I made a wish on a falling star, and that’s why everything
will be okay! Let’s come back!’
‘Who knows whether the star will fulfill your wish or not, and when, and
our Mom needs help now!’
‘But… but…’ the girl started to sob. ‘The wish made on a star will be surely
fulfilled…’
‘I think we’ll find it soon! Wait a little.’
‘You don’t even know how it looks like!’ the girl sobbed.
‘I read in books that this flower glimmers with a white light and blooms
only on full moon nights! We’ll find it for sure…’

‘I want to help our Mom too, but it’s so scary in the forest at night… And
we left home in secret…’
‘I know it. But this is for our Mom’s sake. Be brave.’
And at that moment they heard rustling in bushes. Both were scared
and were looking suspiciously in the direction where this rustle was
coming from. They didn’t see anyone but noticed that there, in the bushes,
something was glimmering.
Feeling fear and at the same time hope that there was exactly what
they had come for, they decided to check what was glittering in the grass.
Getting up his courage, the boy stepped forward, the girl followed him
indecisively. There, in the grass, was a jar with an unknown shimmering
powder. The boy, being surprised, took it and showed to his sister. At this
very moment they noticed a movement among trees – a big luminous
white silhouette flitted near the place they were standing. They looked
attentively and saw a white horse slowly moving away. It seemed to the
girl that this horse had a long white horn on its forehead. And they
continued to stay there without tearing their eyes away till Unicorn hid
himself completely in the dense forest.

Chapter 9
Little Moon Mouse and Iris
Moon was full and bright. The nocturnal flowers
in the meadow opened their buds, and those ones of
the daytime, on the contrary, closed for the night. The
soft tread of Moon Unicorn could be heard only by its
rustling in the grass trampled down by his silver
hooves. Moon Unicorn was walking without hurry across the night
meadow listening to surrounding sounds and inhaling the fragrance of
dame’s violets and moonflowers. The wind, usually quiet during night
time, decided to go on the rise and swayed the crowns of tall trees, and
passed in waves from one side of the meadow to another. The flowers were
swaying to and fro without having any possibility to stand their ground
under pressure of the mischievous wind. The wind didn’t pass over Moon
Unicorn as well, blowing through his white mane and tail.
“Why not to blow a bit more strongly,” Moon Unicorn thought.
“Lately nights are very warm and muggy. This freshness is worth to be
enjoyed.”
Moon Unicorn went further towards the flows of wind. And here he
noticed that among all flowers shivering in the wind one was firmly
withstanding all its attacks, almost not bending under its rushes. Moon
Unicorn, being curious, came closer to take a look. He started to look at the
flower from all sides to find out what the secret of its exceptional resistance
was.
It was a tall iris of a deep violet colour, not differing in outward
appearance from its fellows. But one of its petals was slightly open. Moon
Unicorn looked inside and found that there was someone. Moon Unicorn
blew carefully on the flower, and the petal went down. It turned out that
inside this iris Little Moon Mouse was sleeping. Apparently his sleep had
been so sweet that he didn’t woke up right away after having been
disturbed.

‘Ah…’ Little Moon Mouse drawled. ‘It’s you, Moon Unicorn.’
‘Yes… It’s me,’ Moon Unicorn answered.
He was quite amused that Moon Mouse had found such an unusual
place to have a sleep.
Little Moon Mouse rubbed his eyes-beads with his tiny paws, gave a
yawn two times, stretched and finally sat up with his legs and long thin tail
dangling on the petal.
‘Why are you sleeping when night has fallen… and Moon and stars
have already risen?’ Moon Unicorn was surprised.
‘You know, the mice love to sleep very much, especially the Moon
ones,’ Little Moon Mouse once again. ‘Last night I found this iris while
searching for crystal moon dust – it often gathers in flower buds, and this
one seemed to me so pretty that in the morning when it started to dawn I
climbed into it and was asleep for the whole day. Inside it’s so good and
smells so sweet that I didn’t want to wake up. I think I’ll sleep here often
during the summer.’
‘I believe you willingly that inside the iris you can have a good sleep.
It’s a pity that I can’t try it myself – I am too big for the flower,’ Moon
Unicorn laughed.
‘But maybe there is a flower for you,’ Little Moon Mouse said,
‘somewhere there might be such flowers - so big that you can fit in!’
His tiny voice sounded so confidently.
‘Maybe,’ Moon Unicorn smiled. ‘If there are any, they might be on
another planet.’
“Interesting,” Moon Unicorn thought, “if there are such big flowers
on one of the planets in Monoceros1 constellation? One day I’ll find it
out…”
1

Monoceros |məˈnɒs(ə)rəs| is a Greek name for “unicorn”.

By the way, Moon Unicorn hadn’t been in this constellation yet, but
he knew and believed that in a distant future he would go there definitely:
how to be a unicorn and not to go there?
‘And,’ Moon Unicorn returned from his thoughts to the conversation
with Little Mouse, ‘you said that you had been searching for crystal moon
dust?
‘Ah… Yesterday I didn’t find anything! Maybe because I was
distracted by these beautiful flowers,’ Little Moon Mouse giggled.
‘I heard from Moon Hares about the starry dust, and what about the
crystal moon dust… Is it basically the same? Is Moon crumbling?’
‘No! The crystal moon dust is the crystallized moonlight. When the
moonlight is filled with Moon’s power,’ having put on a smart look, Little
Mouse explained this recalling the stories of his parents, ‘and it happens
every full moon, the light touching the surface of Earth transforms into tiny
crystal particles and settles in different places. The moon dust is highly
valued by fairies and other forest spirits.’
‘So that’s what it is.’
‘Yes-yes! And as these crystal particles of the moonlight are very tiny,
we, Moon Mice, are responsible for searching and gathering the moon
dust. We collect it with our tail,’ Little Mouse rose slightly and wagged his
tail showing how, ‘and then we put it in jars and give them to fairies and
others.’
‘You know, the magic power of my horn is also maintained by the
moonlight, and on a full moon it’s much stronger than on other nights…’
‘No wonder. All Moon creatures live by the grace that is given by
Moon every night. And Moon Mice are not an exception. We also live by
and for Moon.’
‘That’s true…’

They were looking together at the white-faced Moon that was
beaming as always with tenderness and kindness. Her pale milky light was
lying down softly on sleeping plants and trees as if it was flattering and
lulling.
‘It is said,’ Moon Unicorn uttered, ‘that Moon sings a lullaby every
night wishing everybody only good dreams.’
‘Yes. I’ve heard her lullaby many times.’
‘And what is it like?’
‘It’s very beautiful. Moon has a fine voice. If you look at Moon for a
long time, you can hear the words of this lullaby on Earth.’
‘I should try to hear it.’
‘Oh,’ Little Moon Mouse sighed, ‘our conversation has taken too
long. I need to go home. Could you bring me to that side of the meadow?’
‘Of course. And where is your home?’
‘It is high up. Right on Moon. My family lives in a small cozy hole
next door to Moon Hares.’
‘Oh, and you’ll get home by yourself?’
‘Certainly! By the moon path that goes up from the top of the moon
bindweed. I’ve gone up and down many times by myself,’ Little Mouse
said proudly.
‘Well, get on.’
And Little Moon Mouse jumped on Moon Unicorn’s back and
grasped his mane as not to fall accidentally while riding.
Five minutes after they arrived to the place, stopped in front of the
overgrown moon bindweed. Little Moon Mouse climbed up the mane to
the head of Moon Unicorn, then up his spiral horn and from its tip he
jumped on a wide leaf of the bindweed. Little Moon Mouse clambered up

the rambling stalk adroitly to the very top and, having waved goodbye to
Moon Unicorn, he ran away up the moon path to Moon.
And Moon Unicorn wandered for the rest of the night in the meadow
enjoying the fragrance of nocturnal flowers and dreaming about how the
planets and stars might look in Monoceros constellation.
And the wind, already quieted down, was bringing the melody of an
amazing song that seemed very familiar to Moon Unicorn. Having turned
his eyes towards Moon, he understood who was singing. He didn’t make
out the words but grasped the feeling what this song was about. And it
turned out that it was Little Moon Mouse who had whispered to Moon that
Moon Unicorn wanted to hear her lullaby. Moon asked the wind to catch
the melody of her song and bring it to Moon Unicorn on Earth. The wind
was glad to fulfill Moon’s request and brought her song through all its way
till the time came to return to the skies. That night an amazing lullaby
could be heard far away from the Moon Meadow.

Chapter 10
Present from a Faraway Constellation
Moon Unicorn was following the path, almost lost in high thick grass.
Suddenly one of Moon Hares leapt out to meet him. He was carrying a
small bundle of colourful cloth. Moon Unicorn even stopped because of
such a sudden meeting. Unicorn could see that Moon Hare was out of
breath: apparently, he was in a hurry.
‘Hello, Moon Unicorn,’ Moon Hare babbled, taking a breath, and put
his burden down.
‘Hello, Moon Hare, why are you in such a hurry?’ Moon Unicorn was
curious about it.
‘I came to you, my friend. I’ve brought you a present from Starry
Unicorn. He asked to deliver it to you, and I was afraid that I wouldn’t find
you in the meadow as it will be dawn soon. That’s why I was in a hurry.’
‘What surprise! Thank you, Moon Hare,’ Moon Unicorn thanked him.
And added to himself, “I should also thank Starry Unicorn for his present.”
‘You are welcome, Moon Unicorn. I am glad I’ve managed to deliver
it in time.’
Moon Unicorn took the bundle and, having said goodbye to Moon
Hare, went home, to his cave. It was little time before daybreak. Having
come to the mountain where his cave was, Moon Unicorn heard the neigh
of Sun Unicorn coming from the horizon. In the distance a light line arose
above the forest.
Having answered to Sun Unicorn by his neigh, Moon Unicorn
entered his cave. Having hidden from approaching sun rays, Moon
Unicorn untied the bundle from Starry Unicorn, his friend, who lived far
away from Earth. Inside the bundle he found starry grass – this dainty
couldn’t be found on the whole planet! Moon Unicorn thought that he
shouldn’t forget to thank his friend for this present in the next letter. He

would have thanked him personally but it would be difficult to meet – they
lived too far from each other.
Moon Hares always came to their help – some Moon Hares were
responsible for the starry mail and delivered letters and parcels between
planets and constellations. They were called Messengers Moon Hares or
starry mail carriers. Also there were Moon Hares who took care of fallen
stars, who watched over the clarity of the sky and many others. As a rule,
the whole family of Moon Hares was engaged in one work.
And the Moon Hare who had given Moon Unicorn the parcel that
night was from a family of Messengers Moon Hares. Moon Unicorn knew
him very well as he asked him often to deliver letters to Starry Unicorn.
And little Moon Hare always took gladly a new letter, put it carefully in his
bag and set out on his long way. Some time passed, and he came back to
Moon Unicorn with a letter from his friend. The letters always gladdened
Moon Unicorn as he often shared with Starry Unicorn his thoughts and
feelings, what happened around and what he was doing on moonlit nights.
And Starry Unicorn in his turn told him about himself and shared his
feelings too. They were quite similar in personality. Starry Unicorn could
give him some good advice and say a kind word. This time Moon Unicorn
didn’t receive a letter from him, but a delicious treat cheered him up too.
Having tasted starry grass, Moon Unicorn lay down on the grass bedding
and fell asleep awaiting the coming of a new night.

Chapter 11
Starry Unicorn
Very far away from Earth, in Monoceros constellation, on a beautiful
violet planet lived Starry Unicorn. He lived alone on this planet.
Everywhere the starry grass grew and it shone like silver in the light of
neighbouring stars. Starry Unicorn watched over all stars in that
constellation: he helped new stars to settle in, added shine to old ones and
even sometimes saved extinguishing ones to extend their lives. He loved
the stars very much and often walked in the starry sky. Though Starry
Unicorn lived alone, he didn’t feel lonely. He was often visited by different
guests, and the most frequent of them was his old friend – Fox of Blue
Comet. This Fox had only one tail, and it was like the tail of a comet – long,
bright and luminous.
And on one of bright starry days Fox of Blue Comet paid him a visit
again:
‘What’s the news, Fox?’
‘In our constellation the starry wind has risen again. On days like this
we should watch carefully over the sky.’
‘Well. It’s the second time for this half-year.’
‘Yes, my dear friend, the starry wind has become fierce lately. Every
time the wind rises from the surface of stars and starts to walk in the sky,
this can make a big mess. Then one has to return stars to their places in
order to keep their positions on the sky map. As there are many of those
who navigate by the stars – they help not to lose the way!’
‘Oh, you have a lot of worries, my friend Fox.’
‘Yes, my friend, quite a lot: to find a place for new stars in the sky, to
take away the extinguished ones...’
‘New stars – it’s wonderful. They replenish the heavens with their
youthful shine and give others the fulfillment of their wishes, thereby

finding the meaning of their own existence. But why do other stars
extinguish?’
‘Why? By different reasons. Some weren’t able to fulfill a wish, others
weren’t made a wish on, yet others didn’t find who or what they could
shine for…’
‘And is it possible just to shine? Not for anyone or anything, just to
shine simply?’
‘Possible, but soon it becomes boring, and one can go out of
yearning.’
‘It’s so sad…’ Starry Unicorn shook his head.
‘Sad, but not so frustrating. Yes, these stars go out and then crumble
to starry dust that spreads all over the world, and out of its biggest
particles new stars are born. And it comes out that in that every new star
there is a trace of an old, extinguished one. It can be said that a former star
gets the chance to shine again in the sky, and not one chance but as many
as the number of stars that have been born out of its dust. My starry friend,
didn’t you know it?’
‘I always thought that they go out of loneliness…’
‘Can the stars be lonely?’ Fox was surprised.
‘Who knows… Maybe, they can…’
‘But there are so many of them in the sky!’
‘That’s it. It’s a very strange feeling… When there may be many
around you, and despite that you feel lonely… As if you miss someone…’
‘And this really happens?’
‘This happens, my dear Fox. My good friend Moon Unicorn from
Earth told me about this kind of feeling. He is worried that there is nobody
near him whom he can call a close friend. And despite the fact that he goes
out only in the night, he is surrounded by many different inhabitants of

Earth and the starry sky. And he makes guesses whether he would have
more chances to meet that very close friend if he could go to the meadow
in the daytime.’
‘Maybe yes, maybe no… What did you answer him?’
‘That he doesn’t need to worry about that. The one who searches and
strives for will always come close to their aim. And it’s not important if
you search by day or night. I’ve sent him a present – a bit of starry grass, he
can’t taste such grass on Earth. I hope that my present will cheer him up.’
‘The present is a good idea - it will definitely put him in a good
mood. Let’s wish him to find his close friend. Maybe he hasn’t discerned
that very friend among his friends or acquaintances yet?’
‘Maybe.’
They both turned their eyes to the distant Earth where, as always,
Moon Unicorn was walking through high and thick grass in the meadow.

Chapter 12
Starfall
Moon Hares were jumping across the Moon Meadow. They were
gathering stars scattered around the meadow. It was obvious that they
were in a hurry. Moon Unicorn wondered what they were doing and
approached to ask.
‘Tonight has been a starfall,’ Old Moon Hare answered. ‘It’s a perfect
time to make a wish.’
‘And I didn’t even know,’ Moon Unicorn wondered. ‘And if I knew I
would made a wish. I saw how the stars were flying by, but I was just
standing and admiring.’
‘But this is wonderful too! And it’s better than not to notice it at all!’
‘How is it possible not to notice it?’
‘Quite easy. One must with all their forces think about something of
theirs and plunge into own thoughts so deeply that they don’t notice
anything around. Even such a bright starfall.’
‘What kind of forces does one need not to notice it?!’
‘The human’s are quite enough,’ Old Moon Hare spread his paws
and sighed discontentedly.
‘And can I make a wish now?’
‘Alas, no! The wish must be made when a star is flying and hasn’t yet
touched the ground. In that case the star can catch hold of the wish, and it
will bring the star back to the sky. More beautiful and purer the wish is,
more brightly the star shines and higher it flies away. And then the star
isn’t a simple star anymore, but it’s a star of Dream, and from here above,
from the sky,’ Old Moon Hare pointed high into the air, ‘helps the person
who made that wish to make it true.’
‘I see. It sounds great.’

‘Oh well!’
‘And what will you do with these stars? The ones that have fallen on
the ground?’
‘We have to collect them till morning, or otherwise they’ll lose their
power, go out and crumble. We’ll gather the stars, and then Starry Fox will
bring them back to the sky.’
‘It’s a little bit sad that nobody made a wish on them and they fell just
like this. Let me help you to gather the stars to send them back to the sky
till daybreak.’
And Moon Unicorn began to help Moon Hares to find stars in thick
grass. Fortunately, stars have enough forces to emit light, and they could
be easily found by their soft glimmering in blue green grass.
‘Why do the stars fall?’ Unicorn asked again.
‘Why? Because just shining simply in the sky is a fine activity but
bothers quickly. It’s more interesting to shine for something or someone.
That is what they fall for. For being made a wish on and making their shine
meaningful,’ Old Moon Hare explained.
‘And what will happen when they fulfill the wish made on them?’
‘What, you say?’ Moon Hare exclaimed with surprise. ‘They’ll fall
again so that someone may make a wish on them once more!'
‘And will this continue forever and ever?! To fall and fulfill someone
else's wish? Why do they need that?’
‘Every star has its own dream – to learn how to shine so that
everybody around feels good, enlightened and warmed. And one should to
start small, at first to do so that one creature feels good. That’s the magic of
starry light – to make the life of others better.’
Old Moon Hare put aside his work of collecting stars for a while and
drew attention of Moon Unicorn to the sky.

‘Our Sun,’ Moon Hare continued, ‘is also a star, but he became Lord
Sun because the light and warmth of his rays enlightens and warms all
planets around in our Solar system.’
‘This sounds so wonderful! I’d like to learn how to shine like this.’
‘Then you should learn from the stars,’ Old Moon Hare advised him.
And when morning came, all the stars were collected. Starry Fox
came in time, and Moon Hares put a whole heap of stars on his tails. Fox
flew up into the sky, carrying away the stars that had already started to
fade. Moon Hares followed him and went home to Moon.
“In the sky the stars will gain the strength of their shine, then they
will fall again, and perhaps next time someone will make a wish on them,”
with this thought Moon Unicorn was seeing them off.
From the lightened horizon the neigh of Sun Unicorn was heard.
Moon Unicorn waited for his old acquaintance and, as always,
greeted him, and wished a good day.
“It’s time for me to go to sleep,” Moon Unicorn thought and left for
his home.

Chapter 13
Fallen Star and Wish
The cave of Moon Unicorn was not too high
in mountains and wasn’t very deep. Inside the cave
a brook ran, the source of which was somewhere
deep within the mountain, also there was another entrance but so small
and located up under the vault of the cave that it looked more like a
window. Only a Moon Hare could enter it. Owing to this window fresh air
filled the cave, and it was possible to see stars out of it. And when Moon
rose, Unicorn knew it by the moonlight that filled quickly the space of the
cave.
Moon Unicorn lay down as usual on the bedding of dried mint and
wormwood and fell asleep. He was dreaming about the stars that he had
gathered that night with Moon Hares. This time he was awakened not by
the white light of Moon but by a strange sound. Unicorn looked around
and didn’t find anything that could let out such a sound, and was about to
close his eyes again but noticed a blue shimmer between stones. Having
approached it, he saw with surprise that it was a star.
‘What are you doing here?’ he asked.
‘I fell here from the sky,’ Star answered in a quiet voice.
‘Ah, you must have fallen during the yesterday's starfall!’ Unicorn
exclaimed.
‘Yes, that’s so,’ Star confirmed.
‘And why didn’t you lose your shine and go out? You had to wait the
whole day on Earth,’ Moon Unicorn remembered the words of Old Moon
Hare that at dawn stars turn into dust if they don’t return to the sky in
time.
‘Oh, it can be explained! Luckily I fell into that cave saturated with
your magic power - it helped me to hold out for all the day.’

‘And you have been with me all this time… How didn’t I notice you
at once when I entered the cave?’
‘At first I fell into that crack in the wall, couldn’t get out and fell
asleep there. And when the stars sleep, their shine goes down and they
become less visible. With Moon rising, I woke up, and my forces came back
to me, and I was able to jump out of there and found myself here, on the
ground, in these stones.’
‘And that’s how it was! I don’t know that the stars sleep by day.’
‘That’s why the stars aren’t seen during the day. You sleep by day
too, Moon Unicorn.’
‘Yes, I do! And it appears that we are alike! And I am glad that you
fell into my cave. You may stay here if you want, as long as you need.’
‘I am very happy too that I fell here! And I thank you for your
hospitality, but I need to come back to the sky. There is my home. But I
can’t return by myself, I need help in this.’
‘What a tough luck. Yesterday, before dawn, Moon Hares gathered
all the stars fallen around. They came back to Moon, and I don’t know if I
can find someone of them now. Though I can look for Starry Fox…’
‘No need. You can help me to return to the sky.’
‘I am not sure if I can manage it.’
‘Of course, you can! I believe in you, Moon Unicorn.’
‘Well, what do I have to do?’
‘At first, take me to an open space.’
‘Not far from this cave there is a wonderful meadow where I walk
every night.’
‘It’s fine. Please, bring me there.’

‘I’d be glad to,’ Moon Unicorn gently caught up Star with his lips,
being afraid of causing harm as Star seemed to be very fragile.
Moon Unicorn was moving slowly through the forest, carrying gently
Star which was illumining the surroundings with her soft shine attracting
moths and other insects. When he brought Star to the meadow, he put her
carefully on the grass.
‘Hook me with your horn and throw me up as high as you can,’ Star
asked, and added, ‘As you found me and helped me to return to the sky,
you may make a wish so that I don’t fly back with empty rays.’
‘Empty rays…’ Moon Unicorn repeated. ‘You speak in a funny
way…’
‘But I have no hands… Only rays!’
‘It’s right!’ Unicorn agreed.
He thought for a while and then said:
‘Dear Star, I don’t need anything. I will find my happiness myself.
Fly back to the sky, maybe next time, when you fall again on Earth,
someone will definitely make a wish on you!’
‘You may wish for others, it’s not necessary to wish only for
yourself!’
‘Ah! Then, if it’s possible, let everyone in this world have a friend…
The special close friend who won’t make feel alone.’
‘It’s not a wish easy to comply with! Apparently, I won’t be able to
fall again on Earth soon - I will do my best to fulfill it.’
‘Thank you, Star. And may I make one more wish?’
‘Another one?! According to the rules, you can make only one! But
I’m listening to you.’

‘My wish is that only the most beautiful wishes are made on you and
you become a wonderful sun, enlightening and warming all around!’
‘And there are already three wishes!’ Star laughed. ‘But thank you. I
will do my utmost. Thank you very much, Moon Unicorn!’
‘Thank you too, Star!’
Moon Unicorn inclined his iridescent white horn and, having hooked
Star with it, threw her high up to the sky, and Star had to fly only a small
distance to overcome Earth's gravity. Moving away from the planet, the
Star left a tail of blue light.
Moon Unicorn followed her with his eyes for a long time till Star
joined her starry sisters and brothers shining in the night sky.
***
After some time, in the Moon Meadow two Unicorns were walking
together…
And they were admiring Moon and starry sky where the blue Star
was shining especially brightly.

The End,
…or the beginning of a new path.

